
Many are the seeds from which we have spring
Unborn uncared for and undone
Dreaming of deeds unsung
Yearning for lives and creeds unbegun

     Stalactrin
Not everything that the City-states build succeeds. Stalactrin still sits above the current city of 
Anafad as the testament of man’s attempts at quick rebuilding after the Fall. It was built in an 
attempt to make an impenetrable city, one that hung under the edges of the mountains that 
spill lava into the sea to the south of the West-lands.



The great forges and workshops that were once contained inside the tunneled out rock are 
now silent. Workers, guards, and citizens that once lived there died inside their dwellings. The 
city had stood for 6 years until the volcano erupted suddenly, suffocating all within the city in 
one night. Now no one climbs the mountains and goes to the old city despite the desire for 
salvage. Over time the upside down pyramid has become the sign of bad luck in the West-
lands, a reflection of the failures of Stalactrin.

Geography:
Stalactrin was the southernmost City-state before its fall. It was constructed on the underside 
of a massive cavern created when the outpouring of the volcano's lava ceased for a period of 
time. Stalactrin was reached via a series of steps that wound their way across the bottom of 
the cavern and up the side of the mountain. As a testament to man's endeavors to create a 
true fortress city, there were no other ways into or out of the massive city.

Politics:
The city was originally created by a division of one of old earth’s military forces, though the 
records of exactly which group have been lost. Its last leader was a military man of many 
years. Titus El-Salu was known for his ironclad rule and the citizens of the city were in 
constant fear of being banished for any manner of real or perceived crimes. Titus was, for all 
intents and purposes, a despot and dictator who was hated by everyone, including those he 
employed. History reveals that Titus was killed by one of his own men during the night of 
Many Wails when the city was evacuated.

As it stands:
Stalactrin is frequently the target of salvage and bandit raids though few have been 
successful. Its location, originally a strength, is now a dangerous trait that those who visit the 
city frequently run afoul of. Entire sections of the city are known to collapse and fall into the 
waiting fresh lava below at the most inopportune times. However, the majority of the city still 
stands and salvages, adept at climbing or wielding magic, attempt frequent raids. The few 
who have returned tell of shadows that move in the darkness and a thunderous wailing that 
sets the rocks shivering and makes already treacherous footing, impossible. So tantalizing are 
the rewards that lay within Stalactrin that the ruler of Anafad has bankrolled at least 3 
excursions to the fallen city. The ruler promises those that go with riches and eternal 
citizenship in his city for themselves and their families. As of yet, none of the 3 groups have 
returned and slowly the ruler has turned his eye to other treasures leaving Stalactrin relatively 
untouched. All within Anafad wonder why the city’s windows occasionally flicker to light as if 
the ghosts of those that died during the Night of Many Wails still inhabited the recesses of the 
cavernous abandoned city.


